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ММИИННИИССТТЕЕРРССТТВВОО  ННАА  ООББРРААЗЗООВВААННИИЕЕТТОО,,  ММЛЛААДДЕЕЖЖТТАА  ИИ  ННААУУККААТТАА  
 

REGIONAL OLYMPIAD IN ENGLISH  2010 

Group Three 

Part Two : Reading Comprehension 

Directions: Read the text below. Then read the questions that follow it and choose the best 

answer to each question – A, B, C or D. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. 

 

Colwyn had never seen anything quite so eccentric in a public room as the behaviour of the 

young man breakfasting alone at the alcove table in the bay and he became so absorbed in watching 

him that he permitted his own meal to grow cold, impatiently waving away the waiter who sought 

with obtrusive servility to recall his wandering attention by thrusting the menu card before him. 

The occupant of the alcove table was a good-looking young man, whose clear blue eyes, 

tanned skin and well-knit frame indicated the truly national product of common sense, cold water, 

and out-of-door pursuits; of a wholesomely English if not markedly intellectual type, pleasant to 

look at, and unmistakably of good birth and breeding. When a young man of this description, your 

fellow guest at a fashionable seaside hotel, who had been in the habit of giving you a courteous nod 

on his morning journey across the archipelago of snowy-topped tables under the convoy of the head 

waiter to his own table, comes in to breakfast with shaking hands, flushed face, and passes your table 

with unseeing eyes, you would probably conclude that he was under the influence of liquor. In your 

English way you would severely blame him, not so much for the moral corruption involved in his 

excess as for the bad taste, which prompted him to show himself in public in such a condition. If, on 

reaching his place, the young man's conduct took the additional extravagant form of picking up a 

table-knife and sticking it into the table in front of him, you would probably enlarge your previous 

conclusion by admitting the hypotheses of drugs or dementia to account for such remarkable 

behaviour. 

Colwyn, who was only half an Englishman, and, moreover, had an original mind, did not 

attribute them to drink, morphia, or madness. Colwyn flattered himself that he knew the outward 

signs of these diseases too well to be deceived into thinking that the splendid specimen of young 

physical manhood at the far table was the victim of any of them.  

As Colwyn resumed his breakfast it occurred to him that some of the other guests might have 

been alarmed by the young man's behaviour, and he cast his eyes round the room to see if anybody 

else had noticed him. 

There were about thirty guests in the big breakfast apartment, which had been built to 

accommodate five times the number - a charming, luxuriously furnished place, with massive white 

pillars supporting a frescoed ceiling, and lighted by numerous bay windows opening on to the North 

Sea, which was sparkling brightly in a brilliant October sunshine. The thirty people comprised the 

whole of the hotel visitors, for in the year 1916 holiday seekers preferred some safer resort than a 

part of the Norfolk coast which lay in the track of enemy airships seeking a way to London. 

These thirty guests, scattered far and wide over the spacious isolation of the breakfast-room, in 

twos and threes, and little groups, seemed, with one exception, too engrossed in the solemn British 

rite of beginning the day well with a good breakfast to bother their heads about the conduct of the 

young man at the alcove table. They were, for the most part, characteristic war-time holiday-makers: 

the men, obviously above military age, in Norfolk tweeds or golf suits; two young officers at a table 

by the window, and a sprinkling of ladies, plump and matronly, or of the masculine walking type, 

with two charmingly pretty girls and a lively young war widow to cheer up the mass. 

The exception was a tall and portly gentleman with a slightly bald head, glossy brown beard, 

gold-rimmed eye-glasses perilously balanced on a prominent nose, and an important manner. He was 
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breakfasting alone at a table not far from Colwyn's, and Colwyn noticed that he kept glancing at the 

alcove table where the young man sat. As Colwyn looked in his direction their eyes met, and the 

portly gentleman nodded solemnly in the direction of the alcove table, as an indication that he also 

had been watching the curious behaviour of the occupant. A moment afterwards he got up and 

walked across to the pillar against which Colwyn's table was placed. 

"Will you permit me to take a seat at your table?" he remarked urbanely. "I am afraid we are 

going to have trouble over there directly," he added, sinking his voice as he nodded in the direction 

of the distant alcove table. "We may have to act promptly. Nobody else seems to have noticed 

anything. We can watch him from behind this pillar without his seeing us." 

Colwyn nodded in return with a quick comprehension of all the other's speech implied, and 

pushed a chair towards his visitor, who sat down and resumed his watch of the young man at the 

alcove table. Colwyn cast a swift glance on his companion which took in everything. The tall man in 

glasses looked too human for a lawyer, too intelligent for a schoolmaster, and too well-dressed for an 

ordinary medical man. Colwyn, versed in judging men swiftly from externals, noting the urbane, 

somewhat pompous face, the authoritative, professional pose, the well-shaped, plump white hands, 

and the general air of well-being and prosperity which exuded from the whole man, placed him as a 

successful practitioner in the more lucrative path of medicine - probably a fashionable Harley Street 

specialist. 

     (adapted from The Shrieking Pit by Arthur Rees) 

 

1. Which of the statements below is true? 

A. Colwyn was used to witnessing fits of eccentric behaviour. 

B. Colwyn was intrigued by the young man’s behaviour. 

C. Colwyn remained unmoved by the young man’s behaviour.  

 

2. Colwyn waved away the waiter because 

A. He had already ordered his meal. 

B. He had not finished with his first course yet. 

C. The waiter distracted him from watching the young man. 

 

3. The young man 

A. was in the habit of politely greeting Colwyn.  

B. had never before acknowledged Colwyn’s presence in the hotel. 

C. used to speak rudely to Colwyn at meals.  

 

4. Colwyn was of the opinion that 

A. the young man had been drinking heavily. 

B. the young man had taken drugs. 

C. the young man was in an extremely difficult situation. 

 

5. Which of the descriptions below fits the young man best? 

A. A noble Englishman of the sports type, with good physique and polite manners. 

B. A young sportsman with poor upbringing and lack of intellectual capacities. 

C. A handsome young man of unknown origin and an eccentric cast of mind. 

 

6. Out of the thirty guests of the hotel 

A. only Colwyn had noticed the eccentric behaviour of the young man. 

B. only two people seemed to be intrigued by the young man’s behaviour. 

C. most took vivid interest in the young man’s behaviour. 
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7. The hotel where Colwyn was staying 

A. was the preferred holiday spot for most holiday-makers that October. 

B. was a popular, low quality, cheap resort.  

C. was a sumptuous and well-kept place. 

 

8. The man who approached Colwyn’s table  

A. was obviously a successful urban businessman. 

B. had a relaxed air of confidence about him. 

C. was an overpaid and famous medical practitioner.  

 

9. Colwyn and his new acquaintance wanted to 

A. stealthily keep an eye on the young man. 

B. make small talk in order to pass the time. 

C. to discuss the future prospects of the promising young man.  

 

10. From the text we can draw the conclusion that 

A. Colwyn was a judge. 

B. Colwyn was an extremely intellectual type. 

C. was skilled at knowing people from their appearances.  

 

 

 

Part Three: Use of English 
Section One: CLOZE TEST 

Directions: Read the sentences below and for each one circle the letter (A, B, or C) of the 

word or phrase that best suits the space. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. 

1.  Linguistics is the study of human languages, ………….. phonetics, morphology, 

lexicology and syntax.  

A. comprising                               B. embracing                         C. consisting 

 

2.  The funny thing about teenagers is that they often feel suffocated by overprotective 

parents, but powerless to …………. their parents that they really are just fine and can stand 

for themselves.   

A. convince                   B. ensure              C. certify 

 

3.  Since the author of this critical essay frequently ………… other scholars, his objection to 

disputes is not only irrelevant but also rather surprising.  

A. approaches               B. attacks                       C. ambushes 

 

4.  It is often claimed that in folk art, technical mastery is sacrificed to intense feeling in order 

to ………….. the direct communication of emotion to the viewer.  

A. relieve                 B. benefit                      C. facilitate      

 

5.  There is a common belief in society that people who are uneducated use more slang words; 

however, this belief is …………….  . 

A. erroneous                 B. unpopular                  C. flawless 
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6.  When writing a letter of complaint, in the first paragraph you should identify what the 

issue is and include any …………… information that you believe is important. 

A. relative                   B. relating                       C. relevant 

7.  Even when you review a very poor paper, you should consider …………. some 

compliments about something you liked in the paper, even if it is only the wording or the 

occasional jokes.  

A. throwing in           B. throwing about                C. throwing away 

 

8.  People still feel the need to have something confirmed …………… and a letter can add the 

all important personal touch.  

A. by writing              B. in writing                   C. with writing 

 

9.  Critical thinking is …………. to be one’s purposeful and reflective judgement about what 

to believe or what to do in response to observations, experience, or language. 

A. assumed                 B. acclaimed                 C. applauded 

 

10. Teasing and joking are instruments by which social control is ………….. and through 

which social identity is displayed. 

A.  applied                 B. exerted            C. employed 

 

11. Conversational joking does not act only as ……….. of social control but also functions to 

develop a relational identity among participants. 

A. a mean                B. a meaning                        C. a means 

 

12. Although research on the use of humor has increased, the study of failed humor has 

continued to …………………. 

A. be neglected             B. be dismissed             C. be negligent 

 

13. In the US, humorous judicial opinions are frequently used by newspapers as filler articles, 

and numerous collections appear in books and on Internet websites, to the apparent delight of 

popular and professional audiences ……………... . 

A. too             B. both            C. alike 

 

14. Snoring can often seem like a problem without a solution – …………… when it is getting 

in the way of a good night’s sleep for you and your partner. 

A. especially               B. specially              C. exceptionally 

 

15. Have you ever had the feeling that you are ……………. to sneeze, but in the end you 

produce a funny, smirking sound and everybody laughs? 

A. almost                      B. about             C. close 

 

16. While insomnia is not typically described as a disease itself, it can have significant 

………….. on virtually every part of your life, creating life quality issues that lead to more 

profound problems.  

A. impact                 B. imprint             C. input 

 

17. Jordan ……………. a lot of money when a distant relative left all her earthly possessions 

to him, but kept on working arduously every day. 

A. fell in                  B. came into          C. got into 
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18. Peter has asked his lawyer to draft up the contract to make sure that all legal matters are 

properly ……………..  . 

A. dealt with                B. done with                 C. coped with 

19. I don’t know if Irma would feel ………… going to the cinema tonight as she has been 

down with the flue for over a week. 

A. about                    B. for                       C. up to  

 

20. I don't know what's wrong with me lately. I keep .……....... my temper with everyone. 

A. losing                  B. loosening                C. wasting 

 

21.  After the financial scandal in the office, Jonathan left the job .....…….... disgrace. 

A. by               B. with                      C. in 

 

22. The …………… of Phobia Awareness Week at a new job is to highlight the difficulties 

that many people face in everyday situations. 

A. point                   B. reason                    C. logic 

 

23. A recent ………........... of a language learning magazine has consulted a number of 

experts in the field of second language acquisition on the question of “most appropriate age”. 

A. copy                  B. series                     C. issue 

 

24. Posture related pain …………… the most common low back pain, shoulder and neck pain 

to frequent headaches.  

A. spans from                B. ranges from             C. expands from 

 

25. …………….. supermodel Naomi Campbell's arrest in New York last week for allegedly 

flinging her BlackBerry at her housekeeper's head is an extreme example of workplace anger, 

it serves as a reminder of the bully bosses that many people endure daily. 

A. Although                          B. When                       C. Nevertheless 

 

 

 

 

Section Two: ERROR IDENTIFICATION  

Directions: Each sentence below contains an error in grammar or usage. The error is 

contained in one of the underlined parts of the sentence. For each sentence, circle the letter 

(A, B, C or D) of the underlined part that contains the mistake. Mark your answers on the 

answer sheet. 

 

1. Since individuals are influenced by society and social norms - rules of conduct among  

       A                B 

people – public policies can design to encourage change at the group level  as well as 

           C                 D 

at the individual level.  

  

2. According to one of the slogans of  “back-to-nature enthusiasts”, it is not against the law  

             A              B   

to go barefootly into any kind of establishment including  restaurants. 

     C      D 
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3. Even when their children are teenagers many parents still find them worrying when 

            A         B 

they can't be there to watch over their precious offspring, which in turn leads them to being  

       C                                                 D 

overprotective.   

 

4. I have always associated the smell of freshly baked ginger cookies to sweet  

 A                                         B           C 

memories from my childhood.  

       D 

5. Europe's rich cultural heritage, vibrant cultural industries and good practices are important  

            A                                             B 

assets in today increasingly globalised and digitised world. 

                          C                                                   D 

6. Modern information and communication technologies must be made accessible for all if  

                A 

they are not creating a new divide between the digital “haves" and "have-nots". 

                   B                                       C                                                   D 

7. Studies show that a period spent abroad not only enriches students' lives in the academic  

              A                                                 B  

field  also in the acquisition of intercultural skills and self-reliance. 

          C                                                 D 

8. When a psychologist treats an individual who was emotionally traumatized by an accident,  

         A            B 

the treatment is clinical in nature, designed to assist the individual in recovering of the trauma. 

            C      D 

9. Joseph Mezzofanti, an Italian Cardinal who was speaking more than 38 languages fluently,  

        A 

never left Italy and yet managed to learn 40 languages without accent.  

       B                       C                                                               D 

10. Nevertheless utterly unacquainted, not only with the Greek alphabet, but even with that of  

   A                            B 

his own language, young Mezzofanti, overhearing the lessons which were taught in the  

               C 

school, caught up every Greek and Latin word that was explained in those classes. 

               D 
 

 

Section Three: SENTENCE COMPLETION  

Directions: For each sentence below choose the word of expression that best completes its 

meaning. For each sentence, circle the letter (A, B or C) of the word or expression that you 

have chosen. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. 

 

1. ‘Memory’ is a label for part of the human mind ………… humans and perhaps other 

animals retain information and reconstruct past experiences, usually for present purposes. 

A. by that                      B. by which                         C. with which 

 

2. Although an understanding of memory is ………… be important in making sense of self, it 

has been curiously neglected by many philosophers. 

A. probable to                      B. possibly to                   C. likely to 
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3. Contemporary philosophers generally use the term "belief" to refer to the attitude we have, 

whenever we take something to be the case or regard it as true; so to believe something 

………..  involve actively reflecting on it.  

  A. needn’t                           B. mustn’t                         C. has not to 

 

4. …………… the philosophical lexicon during the Eighteenth Century, the term "aesthetic" 

has come to be used to name a kind of object, a kind of judgment, a kind of attitude, a kind of 

experience, and a kind of value.       

A. Introducing                  B. An introduction to         C. Introduced into   

 

5. Trust is important because it allows us to form relationships with others and to depend on 

them – for love, for advice, for help – epecially when we know that no outside force 

………… them to give us such things. 

A. compels                        B. empowers                       C. enforces 

 

6. It is always puzzling why ……………. on taking the same locations for their holidays year 

after year. 

A. do people insist               B. people insist                C. the people insist 

 

7. ‘Sensors’ notice the facts, details, and realities of the world around them whereas 

‘Intuitives’ are more interested in connections and relationships between facts …………. the 

meaning, or possibilities of the information. 

A. as well as                       B. also and                        C. but also 

 

8. Some critics of today's schools take the position that every child has a different learning 

style and pace and that each child is unique, not only …………. of learning but also of 

succeeding. 

A. capable                    B. able                            C. skilled 

 

9. Don't be vague about your objective when writing business letters as most people will not 

have the patience to sit there and guess at the meaning of your letter or the time to read a 

long-winded letter, just put things straight …………… into unnecessary details. 

A. without going               B. no going                            C. without to go 

 

10.  When writing a letter of complaint you want to keep it short and ………………. to help 

ensure that your letter will be read in its entirety.  

A.   up to a point                  B. to the point                     C. in point 

 

 

 

 

 

Section Four: SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION  

Directions: Transform each sentence below beginning with the word given. Preserve the 

meaning of the original sentence. Use the answer sheet. 

 

1. It is often difficult for teachers to keep the attention of young students for very long. 

Teachers………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. Roger spent three months designing a new computer game for his company. 

It…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3. Sarah was completely taken aback by Jonathan’s impudent remarks. 

Jonathan’s impudent remarks took …………………………………………………… 

 

 

4. It was really foolish of me to say such a thing. 

I regret…….………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

5. We enjoyed the festival despite the unwelcoming snow and low temperatures. 

Although………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

Part Four 

Writing 
 

Directions: Write an essay (180-200 words) on ONE of the following topics. Comment 

drawing upon your own experience, observations or reading. Use the answer sheet. 

1. Should sports classes be sacrificed in high school so students can concentrate on 

academic subjects? 

2. Does any specific attribute, quality or skill distinguish you from everyone else? How 

did you develop this attribute? 
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REGIONAL OLYMPIAD IN ENGLISH - 2010 

Group Three 
ANSWER SHEET 

Part Two: Reading Comprehension 

1. A    B    C 

2. A    B    C 

3. A    B    C 

4. A    B    C 

5. A    B    C 

6. A    B    C 

7. A    B    C 

8. A    B    C 

9. A    B    C 

10. A    B    C 

 

Part Three: USE OF ENGLISH 

Section One: CLOZE TEST 

1. A    B    C     

2. A    B    C     

3. A    B    C     

4. A    B    C     

5. A    B    C     

6. A    B    C     

7. A    B    C     

8. A    B    C     

9. A    B    C     

10. A    B    C     

11. A    B    C     

12. A    B    C     

13. A    B    C     

14. A    B    C     

15. A    B    C     

16. A    B    C     

17. A    B    C     

18. A    B    C     

19. A    B    C     

20. A    B    C     

21. A    B    C     

22. A    B    C     

23. A    B    C     

24. A    B    C     

25. A    B    C     

 

Section Two: ERROR IDENTIFICATION 

1. A    B    C    D 

2. A    B    C    D 

3. A    B    C    D 

4. A    B    C    D 

5. A    B    C    D 

6. A    B    C    D 

7. A    B    C    D 

8. A    B    C    D 

9. A    B    C    D 

10. A    B    C    D 

 

 

 

Section Three: SENTENCE COMPLETION 

1. A    B    C     

2. A    B    C     

3. A    B    C     

4. A    B    C     

5. A    B    C     

6. A    B    C     

7. A    B    C     

8. A    B    C     

9. A    B    C     

10. A    B    C     
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Section Four: SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION 

 

1. …………….………………………...………..………………………....................... . 

 

2. ………………………………………...…………………………………………..... . 

 

3. …………………………………………………………...………………………….. . 

 

4. ……....…………………………………………………...………………………….. . 

 

5. ....…………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

 

Part Four: WRITING  

Topic 1  /  Topic 2  (Please underline to indicate your choice.) 

 

 

 

 

 


